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Auditing automatic 
source recording 
An employee identification badge and prepunched labor 
card being inserted into IBM 357 "transactor" source re-
cording device for labor accounting. 
A 
case 
study 
Electronic data processing concepts have advanced so 
much that, if put into practice, they might make conven-
tional auditing of automatic source recording physically 
impossible. Several writers on the subject have predicted 
that the conventional auditing techniques can be adapted 
to the EDP systems in current use as well as those of the 
future. These adaptations lean heavily on maintaining 
audit trails and getting readable input and output data. 
But a recent case study of an automatic time clock 
system in a large industrial plant shows the need for a 
use of a fresh auditing approach. It solves the problem by 
emphasizing testing of procedures and controls rather 
than transactions. It appears to be a valid method for 
application to the "complete" business systems expected 
to be common in the future. 
Before highlighting the case study, we will define the 
"complete" business systems as being on-the-line-real-
time, translating business transactions when they physi-
cally take place. They have no audit trails. Input docu-
ments are unconventional, almost eliminated. Output 
information emerges in summary, not detail. 
Steps toward the on-the-line-real-time systems taken 
now by many businesses involve use of either computer 
systems or semi-mechanized systems such as automatic 
source recording devices. Examples of such devices are 
t ime clocks, the subject of our s tudy, point-of-sale 
recorders for retailers, the airlines' automatic reservations 
and ticketing networks. 
In our case, the situation confronting the auditors was 
an automatic time clock system which records labor trans-
actions in a major plant of a large manufacturer. Auto-
matic time recording devices ( IBM 357 "Transactors") 
are located throughout the shop areas. For the 11,600 
employees covered by this system, these devices have 
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completely replaced the human timekeepers and manu-
ally-prepared time cards. 
Data from the system flows through to the company's 
payroll and job order cost accounting and control records. 
Basic timekeeping tools are: (1) the plastic employee 
badge, prepunched with identifying information, and 
(2) the job card, prepunched with the charge number 
and other information about a particular job. 
The badges are permanently assigned to each employee. 
The job cards follow the parts or assemblies to be worked 
on. Exceptions are indirect labor and other special cards, 
which are located in racks adjacent to the Transactors. 
Clock-in on reporting for work requires only insertion of 
the badge into the Transactor, and depression of certain 
keys. Check-in on a job requires insertion of the badge 
and one or more job cards, and depression of other keys. 
All Transactors are linked electronically to a central 
control box (IBM 358), a master clock, and an in-line 
key punch which creates a punched card for each entry. 
The cards are converted to magnetic tape for passing 
through computer processes on IBM 1400 Series equip-
ment. The first of these, a match against an employee 
identification master tape, begins one-half hour after the 
beginning of each shift. 
Within an hour after shift start, an exception report 
has been prepared for distribution to shop foremen. This 
report indicates absences, tardy clock-in, preshift over-
time, and failure to check in on a job. Each exception 
must be approved by the shop foreman. Transactions 
accepted in this first processing routine plus transactions 
accepted for the remainder of the shift are "posted" to 
a 1410 random access file arranged by employee. Trans-
actions rejected must be analyzed and corrected for 
re-entry into the processing cycle. 
All labor transactions for the day are read out onto 
another magnetic tape which goes through a series of 
further computer processes: 
(1) Preparation of final daily report to shop foremen. 
Again prepared for exceptions only, this shows overtime, 
early clock-out, and other items for approval by foremen. 
(2) Daily report which balances job time by employee 
with time between clock-in and clock-out. 
(3) Daily labor tape prepared after (2) . 
(4) Matching of job transactions against a random 
access file of job numbers. This processing involves appli-
cation of labor standards on certain jobs, accumulation 
of time by classification, and preparation of output tapes 
for numerous reports. These include daily reports of 
actual and budgeted time to certain shops, summary 
management reports by type of labor, and job status 
reports. 
(5) Entry of the daily labor tape from (3) above into 
another computer (IBM 7080) for the payroll process. 
At this point the labor hour transactions are "priced" by 
application of pay rates. The labor is accumulated by 
employee for bi-weekly payroll processing and by job for 
weekly accounting distribution reports. 
In pre-EDP days, an auditor was able to begin with 
either a payroll report or a labor distribution report and 
to trace individual time charges back through'the system 
to underlying time cards or other source documents. This 
is obviously impossible when the labor transaction is 
initiated mechanically. 
The auditors decided that their review of labor charges 
would consist of two phases: 
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1. Observance of actual labor charges being initiated, 
with subsequent tracing of these transactions through to 
final reports. 
2. Test of the system itself in normal operations, by use 
of dummy but realistic transactions designed to test not 
only the routine processing but also the various exception 
editing and rejection procedures. 
It was also decided that the second of these phases 
should receive greater emphasis because it enables many 
facets of the operation to be tested with only a small 
number of transactions. An alternate approach would be 
for the auditor to make a detailed examination of the 
computer program instructions. However, this would 
involve a massive translation and interpretation of many 
thousands of coded individual program instructions. 
Consequently, the auditors decided upon the dummy 
transaction method as equally acceptable but easier than 
the alternate approach. Steps they followed in using the 
dummy transaction method included: 
1. A thorough review of system and computer program 
flow charts was made. 
2. Inquiry was made of responsible persons as to the 
various control points designed into the system. 
3. Based on the system review, a set of situations was 
prearranged. These situations were designed to test many 
of the control points said to exist in the system. Several 
examples of these situations were: 
(a) Employee clocks in on time, works normally'for 
full shift. 
(b) Employee checks in on job without clocking in. 
(c) Employee clocks in but fails to record a job 
transaction. 
(d) Employee is absent. 
(e) Employee is tardy. 
(f) Employee is tardy but within three-minute "grace 
period" allowed. 
(g) Employee leaves before shift ends. 
(h) Employee leaves early but returns. 
(i) Night shift employee clocks in on day shift. 
(j) Employee works overtime into next shift. 
(k) Employee is loaned to a different shop. 
(1) Employee charges jobs improperly (e.g. direct as 
indirect t ime). 
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The auditor's name and dummy numbers appeared on reports produced by the daily data processing cycle. Above is 
segment of daily labor balance report. Below is final daily gate report indicating exception transactions to shop foremen. 
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(m) Employee uses transactor keys improperly when 
checking in on job. 
4. The necessary timekeeping documents were then 
arranged for and pre-set into the system. Since the audi-
tors desired to perform the test under normal operating 
conditions, using actual shop locations and job cards, the 
only dummy items necessary were a group of employee 
badges. With one exception used for test purposes, the 
employee information was entered into the master records 
to agree with the badges. (Similar entry was not made 
into the payroll master records in order that no paychecks 
would result. However, it would be possible to carry such 
a test through the payroll portion of the system.) 
5. Using the situations outlined above, and a prear-
ranged time schedule, the test was carried out in two 
shops during normal working hours. Both day and night 
shifts were used. 
6. Data processing supervisors were made aware of the 
general nature of the test but not of the specific types of 
transactions being tested. Shop foremen were not informed 
until after they had questioned the dummy transactions 
which appeared as exceptions on attendance reports. 
7. All transactions (42 in number) were traced through 
to reports which emerged from the data processing system 
on the same and following day. These included prelimi-
nary and final attendance exception reports, exception 
reports of erroneous job transactions, and the daily bal-
ance report of proper job and attendance transactions. 
8. During the test, observation was made of several 
employees initiating job transactions. These were likewise 
traced to daily reports. 
9. The auditors utilized the inquiry features of the data 
processing system to read out sections of the records and 
determine that the test items were being handled under 
normal conditions. 
The results of the test proved highly satisfactory. The 
auditors identified, with two exceptions, every dummy 
transaction as being processed properly, and concluded 
that the system was generally functioning as it had been 
outlined. Two system discrepancies were noted. 
Extended tests on a subsequent day were made in an 
effort to determine the reasons for these two discrepancies. 
The extended tests confirmed the errors and brought 
about an investigation which disclosed the reasons. 
The first discrepancy resulted in the rejection of certain 
seemingly proper transactions as exceptions. This hap-
pened because the manufacturer had previously made a 
change in "leave early" cards but had failed to collect all 
the superseded cards from the rack placed in the shop. 
The second discrepancy was rather unusual and 
brought to light a computer programming error. The 
program instructions said, in effect, "If the next to last 
employee in the processing cycle is an exception, do not 
process the last employee." Since the dummy employee 
numbers used by the auditors were the last on the em-
ployee list, this program instruction went into effect and 
the last item failed to process. 
Although the procedures were not designed to test the 
payroll portion of the system, the auditors did note that 
all time accumulated for the dummy employees was re-
jected when the data reached the payroll cycle. This pro-
vided assurance that paychecks could be processed only 
for employees having payroll master records as well as 
master records in the timekeeping system. Because the 
files and EDP equipment are physically and organization-
ally separated, payroll padding would require a consider-
able amount of collusion. 
It should be mentioned here that the audit program for 
this manufacturer also includes tests which begin at the 
other end of the payroll cycle—the accounting records. 
The procedures include reconciling payrolls paid with 
distributed labor, tracing labor distribution from account-
ing entries to weekly and daily reports, and the normal 
testing of employees' payroll records and paychecks. It is 
felt that the system test of labor collection outlined above 
provides the auditors with a complete check on the labor 
system from the point of origin through to the general 
ledger. 
Members of the manufacturer's management respon-
sible for this phase of operations were extremely coopera-
tive in assisting the auditors, and, in fact, welcomed the 
independent test of computer programs. While the pro-
grams were tested thoroughly during their design and 
implementation phases, this was the first test of the system 
in actual operation. The responsible persons were par-
ticularly interested in the system discrepancies disclosed, 
and took immediate corrective action. 
This auditing project was in many ways experimental. 
Its success and in particular its comparative ease of per-
formance were gratifying indeed. The number of unusual 
conditions which were tested with a few simple prear-
ranged plans would have required thousands upon thou-
sands of transaction selections had random sampling or 
any other conventional testing process been used. 
The power of a fresh approach to the problem com-
bined with the effective use of the computer in focusing 
on controls and exceptions is tremendous. By using his 
ingenuity and making the computer his tool, the auditor 
can meet the challenge of the future: maintaining his 
historically high standard of professional competence. 
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